
POWER QUALITY ANALYZER  
MAVOWATT 230 + MAVOWATT 240
ADDED VALUE PROMOTION

one voltage tester  
DUSPOL Expert 1000 
free of charge10   % ON MAVOWATT

PACKAGES

PROMOTION DISCOUNT
+



MAVOWATT 230 & 240

 Analyses downstream of frequency converters
 Different Analysises can be done simultaneously at the same time (not one after the other)
 Differential inputs for voltage and current => real, true, precise measurements, even in Delta-Connections (AB, BC, CA)
 Simultaneous phase-to-neutral and phase-phase measurement AND triggering (FLUKE does not have)
     The simultaneous measurement and triggering allows the consideration of load balancing and without additional assumptions or calculations.  
      It also allows a measurement on two systems.
 Mini-Report – Screen snapshots, XML file. Easily uploaded and emailed!
 MAVOWATT 230: Ethernet, USB, Bluetooth optional, VNC Viewer & Remote Control, Apple & Android Apps
 MAVOWATT 240 Ethernet, USB, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, VNC Viewer & Remote Control, Apple & Android Apps

DRANVIEW

 Rescue Kit for corrections of failures made during configuration of MAVOWATTs
 Report Writer, automatic report creating tool, by simply testing a button
 Customized Views
 VNC viewer functionality included (DV7) for remote configuration and data analysis
 Remote data read out from MAVOWATT 2xx by included Ethernet/wireless connection (DV7)

VALIDITY:  31 DECEMBER 2019

MAVOWATT 240

MAVOWATT 230 includes the analyzer, set of measurement cables (118375-G1), rechargeable battery, charger, factory calibration certificate, 
DranView 7 Professional software and carrying pouch

MAVOWATT 240 includes the analyzer, set of measurement cables (118375-G1), rechargeable battery, charger, factory calibration certificate, 
DranView 7 Enterprize software and carrying pouch

Flex Package come with accessories and flexible current sensors: one METRAFLEX 3003XBL and one METRAFLEX 3001XBL
TR2510B Package comes with accessories and current clamps: four TR251OB (1 … 10 A) 

■   MAVOWATT 230 Flex Package  
    Art.-Nr: M820D + M611E

■   MAVOWATT 230 TR2510B Package  
    Art.-Nr: M820N + M611E

■   MAVOWATT 240 Flex Package  
    Art.-Nr: M820F + M611E

■   MAVOWATT 240 TR2510B Package  
    Art.-Nr: M820O + M611E

MAVOWATT 230
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